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2   Go to the List Words for Unit 29. Count the sounds and 
iden  fy all the graphemes in each List Word.

3  Write any other le  ers that can represent oo ew ue u_e u  
on the Grapheme Chart. Write one word example for each.

1  Colour the graphemes that represent oo ew ue u_e u  
in the List Words.exclude

avenue
nephew
annually
unique
mature
approval
pollution
Europe
improvement
reusable
individual
renewable
neutral
insecurity
influence
crucial
nuisance
souvenir
opportunity
continuation
enthusiastic 
eucalyptus
manoeuvre
unanimous
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29

4  Colour the grapheme shown at the start of each row where 
it represents oo ew ue u_e u  in the words. Add a List Word 
with the same grapheme to  t on the lines.

5 Colour the rectangles containing words where you hear the blend of two sounds, yoo . 

6 Rewrite these List Words adding the missing graphemes for oo ew ue u_e u .

Europe improve in uence neutralise canoeist ruined
exclude reusable crucial unanimous tissue nuisance
unique souvenir insecurity manoeuvre neutral excluded

approval continually enthusiasm European pollution nephew
annual supervise truthfully continuation bruised exclusion

renewable souvlaki eucalyptus souf e avenue mature

matre  nsance  opportnity 
ntral  apprval  polltion 
aven  renable  nanimous 
neph  crcial  calyptus 
rope  svenir  individal 
excld  resable  imprvement 

 jewellery screwed bewilder rewired          ew

 barbecue guess continue antique       ue

 distinguish suitable biscuit fruity         ui

 account souvlaki trouble souf e         ou

 ambush occurred exclusive solution          u(oo)

 manoeuvrable boeuf (beef) coeur (heart)          oeu

 biannual polluted burial security          u(yoo)

 neutralised European museum amateur           eu

boot   screw   glue   flute   ruleroo ew ue u_e u
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7 Complete the sentences containing comparisons, using the words in the brackets. 
  Go to Helpful Hint 10 .

8  Circle the correctly spelled words in each pair.
 Go to Helpful Hints 2a  and 2b .

10 Connect the List Words on the le   of each group to their synonyms on the right.

Challenge
Write each word from the boot to  t on the lines beside the word from which it has been built.

My nephew sent me some of the  souvenirs I have ever seen. (groovy)
The security arrangements for the rock band were  on Tuesday, even  
on Wednesday and the  of all today. (bad, worse, worst)
Small cars are often   for parking than larger ones. (manoeuvrable)
We thought the European comedian’s jokes were the   of all.  (humorous)

 uniquly reusable maturity improvment continuation manoeuvrable insecurity
 uniquely reuseable matureity improvement continueation manoeuvreable insecureity

9 Write words from the box to  nish the sentences.

Birthdays are an  event in everyone’s lives.
Onions are  plants as they die after two years.
Our school prints a  magazine, in May and October.
The  hammering gave me a 
headache that lasted all day and all night.

annual [adj] occurs once a year
biannual [adj] occurs twice in one year      
biennial [adj] occurs every two years
continuous [adj] goes on without a break
continual [adj] goes on with some breaks
The pre x bi means two.

use            individual              
unique          manoeuvre            
Europe            continue            
mature           opportune            
approve          in uence           
new           prove            
crucial           insecure               
exclude           neutral                 
pollute            enthuse           
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neutral �• �• street renewable �• �• ebullient crucial �• �• vital
unique �• �• omit pollution �• �• extension approval �• �• hassle
avenue �• �• effect insecurity �• �• replaceable nuisance �• �• chance
mature �• �• impartial manoeuvre �• �• uncertainty individual �• �• blessing
exclude �• �• developed enthusiastic �• �• manipulate unanimous �• �• separate
in uence �• �• unmatched continuation �• �• contamination opportunity �• �• complete


